TECHNICAL RIDER
ALEX BAU
VENUE / PROMOTER HAS TO PROVIDE
- 1x Allen & Heath Xone 92 is obligatory [NO OTHER MIXER IS ACCEPTED]
- 1x Stagetable (2 m x 1 m is best)
- 2x groundbased HQ stereo monitoring connected to and adjustable from the DJ mixer
- Power supply: 220 Volt (or power converter to 220V), 2 free plugs
EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY THE ARTIST
- 1x MacBook Air
- 1x NI Audio 8 soundcard
- 2x Faderfox controllers & 1x NI Maschine
- Voltage (obl.): min 110V, max. 220V
SPACE
Optimum space is a separated stagetable 2m x 1m (Schnackenberger etc.). Cables to mixer have to be accessable. The height
of the stagetable shall be between 1,00m and 1,10m. If there is no space for a real stagetable, just ask, we always fnd a solution
suitable for everyone... ;-)
SETUP PROPOSAL (recommended, diversions possible,please contact us to check your individual situation

REMARKS
- Connection: Please supply XLR cables to PA System, NO CONNECTTION THROUGH DJ-MIXER!!!
- NO Limiting: Please TURN OFF Limiters / Compressors. Alex is a professional producers, if there are limitations on the volume in
your venue please advice before the set, Alex will follow instructions, but heavy limiting and compressing will lead to unprofessional sound and sidechain effects!This has massive influence on the quality of Alex` performace due to the style of the set,
containing different tracks and soundsources running at the same time! Partyvibe might suffer!!!
- Stage: Alex is cool with having people around on the stage, just make sure there is enough space for him to move himself and
please: NO DRINKS etc. placed around the equipemt of Alex.
- Generals: Setup Time is around 30 Minutes if all requirements are fullflled, soundcheck is recommended but not obligatory.
If you want to record Alex` set, please check this before the set as we want to avoid having unreleased material circling around
the internet without knowledge! Most important thing are three bitches shaking their hips and tits exactly to the rythm while
Alex is performing. If you are not sure if this is seriously demanded, please check back with Alex` agent and he will help you out
with a simple and understandable explanation why this is listed here at the end of the rider.
HOSPITALITY
- 6x still water (no gas, bottled, sealed)
- Dinner: flexible (no seafood, basic dishes or room service are fine)
- Hotel: Min 4****, Late Check-Out, Free Wi-Fi [Hotel chains like Starwood, Marriott, Intercontinental etc. preferred due to internationally equalized standards. Comparable hotels are fine as well as long as a quiet environment is guaranteed.
Feel free to book a hotel close to the airport (direct terminal access or complementary shuttle service) to make everything
easier for all of us on the day of departure.
- Generals: Upon arrival please commit yourself to these mentioned requirements by telling Alex that the three bitches who will
constantly shake their hips and tits to the sound of Alex` dj-set are arranged and therefore everything will be fine... ;-)
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